


round charger RD-062
[14” dia]

round dinner, oversize RD-010
[12” dia]

round side, oversize RD-020
[9.5” dia]

round b&b RD-040
[5.75” dia]

round platter RD-060
[15.5” dia]

square charger SQ-060
[13.5” sq]

square dinner SQ-010
[10.5” sq]

square side SQ-020
[8” sq]

sake cup SQ-052
[3 sq x 1.75” h]

round dinner, slim RD-011
[11.25” dia]

round side, slim 
RD-022 [10” dia]
RD-021 [8.5” dia]

rimmed bowl RD-033
[9.5” dia]

6.5” slim bowl RD-034

17” bowl RD-063
[17.5 x 15 x 5” h]

4” bowl RD-050
[4.5 dia x 2.25” h]

7” bowl RD-030
[7 dia x 3” h]

9” bowl RD-031
[9.5 dia x 4” h]

12” bowl RD-032
[12 dia x 3.75” h]

14” bowl RD-061
[14 dia x 4” h]

square b&b SQ-040
[5.5” sq]

9” low bowl RD-037
[9 dia. x 2.5” h]

15” low bowl RD-035
[15 dia. x 3” h]

12” low bowl RD-036
[12 dia. x 2.75” h]

4” square bowl SQ-050
[4 sq x 3” h]

round dinner, classic RD-013
[10.5” dia]

round side, classic 
RD-023 [8.5” dia]

6” classic bowl RD-038
[6” dia x 1.5” h]

18” low bowl RD-039
[18 dia. x 3” h]



small rectangle RT-020 [6.5 x 9”] 
medium rectangle RT-010 [8.5 x 11”] 
large rectangle RT-060 [10.5 x 13”] 

narrow rectangle RT-062 [6.5 x 16”] 
extra large rectangle RT-061 [11 x 17.25”] 

7 x 15“ gourmet rectangle GRT-010  

4.5 x 6“ gourmet dish GD-010  
[4.5 x 6 x 2.5” h]

rectangle pedestal  PRT-010 
[7.75 x 15 x 5.5“ h]

teapot TP-010
[4 cup]

sugar bowl w/ lid SU-010
[3.5 dia x 4” h] pitcher PI-010

[8.5” h / 6 cup]

mini tumbler RD-057 [3.25 dia x 2.75” h] 
small tumbler RD-056 [3.25 dia x 4” h] 
short tumbler RD-051 [4 dia x 3.75” h] 
tall tumbler RD-052 [3.5 dia x 5.5” h] 

demitasse RD-058 [2.5 dia x 2.5” h] 
small mug RD-055 [3.25 dia x 4” h] 
short mug RD-053 [4 dia x 3.75” h] 
tall mug RD-054 [3.5 dia x 5.5” h] 

creamer CR-010 
[2.75 dia x 3.5” h]

pitcher PI-010
[8.5” h / 6 cup]



ripple plate
RSQ-010 
[11.25 x 11.25” sq]

8” ripple bowl RB-011
[8 dia x 4.5” h] 11” round ripple cake plate

RCP-011
[11.25 dia x 4.5” h]

large oval platter  OV-061 
[19 x 13.75“]

presentation plate  PP-010 
[11.25“ dia.]

14” ripple bowl RB-010
[14 dia x 4.75” h]

Holiday Platters, Plates & Bowls 
w/personalization
available in christmas tree in green, pumpkin in orange, easter egg in pink or blue, snowman in 
light blue, heart in red or pink, menorah in blue, cupcake in any color, bunny in pink or blue & 
santa claus in green. platters can be personalized with up to 25 characters, plates & bowls can 
be personalized with up to 11 characters.  

platter RD-062
[14.5” dia] 

plate RD-023
[8.5” dia] 

6” bowl RD-038
[6” dia x 1.5” h]



character plate, bowl & mug (below) available in pink w/bunny, orange w/owl, lavender w/butterfly, 
yellow w/duck, blue w/car, yellow w/bee, blue w/whale, sprout w/turtle, green w/dinosaur, flower w/any color, 
grey w/elephant, purple w/octopus, green w/monkey & orange w/giraffe, can be personalized with 11 letters.  

mug BA-158 [2.5” dia x 2.5” h] bowl BA-138 [6” dia x 1.5” h] plate BA-123 [8.5” dia] 3pc set BA-100 

baby & kids

silhouette plate, bowl & mug 
(right) are available in orange w/giraffe, yellow w/duck, 

pink w/bunny, grey/elephant & blue w/car, can be per-
sonalized w/up to 11 letters.

3pc set BA-200 
plate BA-223 [8.5” dia] 

bowl BA-238 [6” dia x 1.5” h] 
mug BA-258 [2.5” dia x 2.5” h] dot plate, bowl & mug

3pc set BA-100 
plate BA-323 [8.5” dia] | bowl BA-338  [6” dia x 1.5” h] | 
mug BA-358 [2.5” dia x 2.5” h] 
available in character or silhouette design and all colors, 
can be personalized with up to 11 letters. 

circle & tipped sets are 
available in pink, blue, 
yellow, orange, laven-
der, sprout & green & 
can be personalized 
with up to 11 letters.

circle
3pc set BA-300 

plate BA-323 [8.5” dia]
bowl BA-338 [6” dia x 1.5” h] 

mug BA-358 [2.5” dia x 2.5” h] 

tipped 
3pc set BA-400 
plate BA-423 [8.5” dia] 
bowl BA-438 [6” dia x 1.5” h] 
mug BA-458 [2.5” dia x 2.5” h] 

each baby & kids set contains a plate, bowl & mug. 
personalization up to 11 lowercase letters. 
ordering plates & bowls can be ordered individually. mugs cannot be ordered individually. all orders must 
be received in writing to ensure accuracy in personalization.  
product information/care all personalized ceramics are made from a white earthenware clay, are 
food safe, residential dishwasher safe and can be warmed in the microwave.


